Abstract-This paper examines modal cross power in electromagnetic transmission lines.
INTRODUCTION
This paper examines modal cross power in multiconductor transmission lines typical of modern electronic circuits and presents expressions useful for estimating their importance.
The total electric field E and magnetic field H in a closed transmission line uniform in z and constructed of linear isotropic materials can be written as and , where c are the forward and reverse excitation coefficients of the transmission lines begin with assumptions of power-orthogonal modes.
When is nonzero, which is only possible in lossy guides, the total power in the line can no nm longer be calculated as a simple sum of the powers carried by each pair of forward and backward modes and, in the terminology of [3], we would say that the modes are coupled. In these cases equivalent-circuit theories for multimode transmission lines based on assumptions of powerorthogonal modes would not apply. constructed an equivalent circuit theory based on power-normalized "conductor" voltages and currents that accounts rigorously for modal cross powers even when losses are large [6] . This theory has been clarified and extended in [7] , [8] , and [9] . However these works do not discuss the mechanisms and conditions that give rise to large modal cross powers.
The high resistive losses of the small printed multiconductor transmission lines typical of modern electronic circuits complicate their modal dispersion relations and often create near degeneracies over broad ranges of useful frequencies. In this work we will investigate the cross powers of the modes of some typical lossy multiconductor transmission lines and show that these near degeneracies often result in large . We will illustrate this with the coupled asymmetric 
QUASI-TEM ILLUSTRATION
The coupled lines of Figure 1 support two dominant quasi-TEM modes, which are commonly called the c and modes, and which correspond to the even and the odd mode of the symmetric case, respectively. We verified that these modes were quasi-TEM by calculating the ratios and with the full-wave method of [11] , and found that they approached 0 at low frequencies and were less than 0.001 below 10 GHz.
At high frequency the metal losses in the coupled lines of Figure 1 can be neglected and the propagation constant of the c mode, which concentrates energy in the dielectric substrate, is eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue . Equation (3) shows that is real and less than or equal to 1. argue that equivalent circuit theories such as those described in [6] , [7] , [8] , and [9], which rigorously account for modal cross powers, are required to treat these common circuit elements.
